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3 October '14 .................. An Audio Visual Presentation ............ PETER HART
'From the Imperial War Museum Duxford - WW1 Fighter Aces'

25 September '14 .…. Outside Visit Only Pre-Booked Members.... 7:15 FOR 7:30PM
'Visit to the Cold War Museum Bentwaters'

7 November '14 .................. An Audio Visual Presentation ..... CLIVE STEVENS
Now a MHAS Vice President - "Black Week (8th AF in East Anglia 1943)"

9 November '14 ............... Our Service of Remembrance ............... AT 3:00PM
'The Barrack Square Martlesham Heath'

5 December '14 .......….. An Audio Visual Presentation ........ STEVE DE ROECK
A Former RAF Pilot reliving his experience’s ‘Ramblings of an Itinerent Aviator'

2 January '15 ....….….......... A Talk with Memorabilia ……………..

BILL SMITH

‘See & Hear how the Chindits Worked behind Enemy Lines"

6 February '15 ....….......... An Audio Visual Presentation ..…... MIKE BETTELL
'A day in the life of a Phantom Pilot'

Jack Russell Designs

The Memorials - Barrack Square

356th Fighter Group
Courtesy of
Tarkey Barker

EDITORIAL

President: Gordon Kinsey

As I write this the autumn weather is so warm and balmy. Just like our recent
Open Day on September 7th when we welcomed a great crowd to a day of fun.
Once again we enjoyed a short display by one of the iconic Spitfire's of the Battle
of Britain Memorial Flight. Technical problems earlier in the day was the reason
for the delay, but once again they didn't disappoint and a good crowd were still
present to wave and cheer him when he made his appearance. The Spitfire was a
LFMk9E and was delivered to a newly formed Canadian squadron in 1944. It
was piloted by Squadron Leader Andy (Milli) Millikin".
Our grateful thanks to all who turned up to support us and to all the stall holders.
We hope they had a profitable day. I am sure it was a financial success for us but
as I write we have not yet had the figures.
It is a whole lot of work for all the volunteers and especially to Martyn Cook and
Robert Dunnett, who are the organisers. Sincere thanks to everybody.
This edition of Runway 22 contains a larger than usual section devoted to readers
letters. This as it should be and I am grateful for all who write in to make a
contribution.
Lots of stories and reminiscences. Enjoy.

Newsletter Contributions

ED

VISIT TO THE RAF MUSEUM AT HENDON
AND
RAF BENTLEY PRIORY
The coach was full when we made our way to London on June 4th. Howard King
had arranged it and he liaised with Ipswich Aviation Society. They had also
arranged to go to Hendon and this ensured we filled the coach.
I doubt whether many of our party had not previously done a pilgrimage to
Hendon, but it is updated from time to time and there is always plenty to see.
Unfortunately though, this time the Grahame White factory was closed for
refurbishment. Howard had warned us that this was so but the Milestones of
Flight Gallery was also closed. I believe there was a roof leak!
Howard had also arranged for a visit to RAF Bentley Priory, the historic WW2
Fighter Command Headquarters and about half of us took advantage of this.
I found this fascinating. Bentley Priory is a Grade two listed building. Former
home of Queen Adelaide, (widow of William 1V), it has also served as an hotel
and a girls school before eventually being sold to the Air Ministry.
Our party were shown around and given a running commentary by one of the
knowledgeable guides. He explained how close the Priory had come to being
demolished when it was devastated by fire in the 60's whilst being renovated.
The building contractors were able to invoke an insurance claim and the whole
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If you have an article or a story you would like to share with the
other members of the Society then please send it to me....

Alan Powell - Newsletter Editor
16 Warren Lane
Martlesham Heath
Ipswich IP5 3SH

Tel: Ipswich 622458
E-Mail Address
alanpowell123@talktalk.net

Other Committee Contacts...
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Program Sec.
Membership Sec.
Publicity Sec.
Rag Trade
Catering
Society Adviser
Society Advisor
Society Advisor
Society Advisor

Martyn Cook
Bob Dunnett
Alan Powell
Peter Durrell
Vicky Gunnell
Joe Cox
Howard King
David Bloomfield
Peter Morris
Colin Whitmore
Ian Lisseman
Paul Reynolds
Brian Gray

(01473) 614442
(01473) 624510
(01473) 622458
(01473) 726396
(01473) 720004
(01394) 282047
(01473) 274300
(01473) 686204
(01473) 415787
(01473) 729512
(01473) 611665
(01473) 617685
(01394) 383163

Membership Secretary Report
I would like to welcome the 21 new members since the last newsletter.
Patricia Allen

Christopher Allen Martin Hasker

Roger Brown

Jerry Hockett

Christine Hocket

Clive Battern

Tony Fegent

Peter Crollie

John Crollie

Graham Convery

Alan Farley

Ross Grueber

Don Judge

John Van Bergen

Steven Littler

Simon Babes

Brian Green

Edward Morgan

John Bates

Jill Morgan
Should you know of anyone wishing to join the following fees apply:
Single Membership cost: £8 on joining, £7 per year thereafter.
Joint Membership costs: £13 on joining, £11 per year thereafter.
Should you wish to contact me my details are as follows:

Joe Cox : 43 Exeter Road ; Felixstowe : Suffolk : IP11 9AT
Telephone: (01394) 282047

Email: joecox@hotmail.com
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member of Southampton University Air Squadron in 1992.
He joined the RAF in 1995 and after completing his flying training, he was
selected to fly the Jaguar on 6 Squadron at RAF Coltishall. There he flew on
operations over Iraq to protect the Kurds from Saddam Hussein. Milli was then
selected for the Qualified Weapons Instructor course which he completed in
2003 and joined 54(F) Squadron. In his time on the Jaguar he accrued over 1200
hours and flew on exercises in America, Oman, Denmark, France, Gibraltar,
Cyprus, Norway and Canada.
He crossed over to the Typhoon in 2005 and joined 17(R) Squadron. He was
involved in the operational development of the aircraft, specialising in its
capability asa strike platform. Promoted in 2008 he became a flight commander
on 29(R) Squadron where he became a Qualified Pilot Instructor, teaching both
RAF and Saudi pilots to fly the Typhoon. He also ran the first Typhoon Qualified
Weapons Instructor course. Because of his strike experience he was detached to
11 Squadron in the summer of 2011 flying the Typhoon on operations over
Libya.
He is a third generation aviator; his grandfather, father and brother all being RAF
pilots. Milli is married with 2 young children and when he isn’t allowed to fly
enjoys real ale, running and photography.
Martyn - MHAS Chairman

I couldn’t resist putting this one in…
Brilliant Tony
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place is now in pristine condition. Several beautiful stained glass windows depict
its time as HQ Fighter Command and the wonderfully carved central staircase
has been replaced.
We were shown a cross between a video and a slide show depicting Air Chief
Marshal Dowding's office during those eventful Battle of Britain days - and most
impressive it was.
The original operations and filter room was built underground a few yards from
the priory but this has now been filled in and a mock operations room, complete
with plotters table and gallery has been erected in one of the rooms. The rotunda
room contains many drawings, photographs and paintings of pilots of the 1940's.
The whole building has been most tastefully restored and hopefully it will
remain permanently as a memorial to "our finest hour."
Our grateful thanks to Howard for organising the trip.
Alan Powell

TRAGEDY IN THE SKIES OVER SECKFORD HALL
NZ/391841 Flying Officer George Montgomerie Marshall was a 23 year old
Hurricane pilot from Wellington, New Zealand.
He was serving with 258 Squadron based at Martlesham Heath and was killed
on 30th July 1941 when his Hurricane
IIB Z.3256 crashed at Seckford Hall
near Woodbriidge after suffering engine failure. He had achieved 410
hours flying as a service pilot and was
on his 96th sortie.
Martlesham Heath Aviation Society
were recently approached by an employee at Seckford Hall who had
heard that a Martlesham aircraft had
crashed in the grounds during the Second World War.. This has prompted us
to look further into the tragic incident
and maybe persuade the owners of
Seckford Hall, now a hotel and restaurant with a golf course, to put a plaque
up in the memory of this young man.
The following is an extract from "For
Your Tomorrow", a record by Errol W
Martyn of New Zealanders who have
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died serving with the RNZAF and Allied Air Services.
"He was born at Marton 5th July 1918; Wanganui Collegiate (1st XV); farmer father's farm. Greenbank, Marton.
NZ Army/Territorial Force, (4th Waikato Mounted Rifles), Royal new Zealand
Air Force Civil Reserve Pilot Wanganui Aero Club mid-1939, flew 20 hours
prior to RNZAF);RNZAF Levin Gunnery Training School as Airman Pilot u/t 18
Dec 39, 2EFTS 15 Jan 1940, 2 FTS 8 Apr 1940, PIlots Badge (wef 10.6.1940)
and Commissioned 27 July 1940 attached to RAF and embarked for UK 11
August 1940, 1 Depot 30 September 1940, 7 Operational Training Unit (OTU) re designated 57 OTU 1st November 1940 (Spitfire) 18 October 1940.
Flew in 258 Squadron (Hurricane), 97 operations from 7th January 1941.
Killed on Operations 30 July 1941.
Buried Ipswich Cemetery plot XH436C Suffolk, England
Son of George Leheup and Helen Margaret Marshall (nee Anderson), Greenbank, Marton, New Zealand.
According to our archivist, Alan Smith he reported aileron trouble immediately
he was airborne.
I emailed George Marshall's old school, Wanganui Collegiate and received a
prompt reply from Richard Bourne who is the chairman of Wanganui Collegiate
School Museum Trust.
Richard tells me that the school certainly remembers George Marshall and
indeed one of the display cabinet's in the school museum is the "Marshall
Memorial Cabinet."
The cabinet was donated by his brother John, in memory of George and his
brother, Hugh who was also killed in WW2.
How tragic that young men from the far corners of the then British Empire left
their peaceful countries to fight our European wars. That one family in a peaceful
village in North Island New Zealand should have sacrificed two sons. Tragic
indeed.
All this was more than seventy years ago and back then Britain was frequently
referred to as "home" by Kiwis and Aussies alike. After all, a treaty between the
indigenous Maori's and the British was only signed 100 years before WW2 and
I guess most people who had emigrated from Britain had probably been in New
Zealand for less time than has elapsed between WW2 and the present day.
Richard Bourne has sent a couple of photos of George Marshall. One as a prefect
at Wanganui Collegiate School and one in his RAF pilot's uniform.
Alan Powell
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Control Tower Fun Day
Thank goodness, the weather was once again on our side for yet another super
Control Tower Fun Day.
Alan has already written a thank you in his editorial, but I would also like to
personally thank every one who made this another memorable day, stall holders,
entertainers, MHAS committee, family, friends, members and the public who
never went away.
Also a special thank you to Rachael who came all the way from Stow Maries to
play ‘Last Post’ and ‘Reveille’. This being the centenary year of the start of WW
1 and with Martlesham being a Royal Flying Corps airfield, we wanted to pay
our respects to those who lost their lives. Immediately following that with the
assistance of our guests, James Mullen’s ‘Doves of Peace’ were set free.
Time to open the show. Our guests were James Hazell and Bob Shelley from
Radio Suffolk. Introduced by Robert they began as always throwing jokes at
each other as they do on Radio Suffolk before opening the show.
I must not leave out the 356 Felixstowe ATC, they were amazing this year, thank
you all and Caroline who made it possible.
A big thanks also to our sponsors, Hurren & Garrod and John Grose.
We would not be able to stage such an event as this without a PA system and
sound effects. As always Steve, Dorinda and Matt (Patchymatt) were once again
on hand to produce a wonderful backdrop of interviews, sound effects and
music, thank you all most sincerely.

BBMF Plane and Pilot
Alan has thanked Tarkey for arranging the BBMF flypast, but I am sure he
wouldn't mind being thanked once again, thank you Tarkey, from all of us.
And what a brilliant flypast it was, actually four
passes by MK356 (Mk LFIXe) piloted by Squadron Leader Andy “Milli” Millikin to end a brilliant afternoon.
Andy you may remember also flew for us last year.
What is remarkable is that on his return he took
the time to phone Tarkey on both occasions to ask
if the fly past was OK and this year to apologise
for being 4 minutes early, that’s a special relationship in my book.
Tarkey sent me he following which I thought you
would all appreciate reading.
Squadron Leader Andy Millikin was educated at
Stamford school and Southampton University.
Imaginatively nicknamed “Milli”, he became a
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AN OBITUARY - Tony Errington

AIR TRANSPORT AUXILIARY

One of our retired members, Tony Errington, sadly passed away on Sunday 8th
June 2014 after a long illness.
Tony became a member of the MHAS in the Late 80's and in 1997, so my records
tell me, he became a committee member. Tony retired from the committee at
the 2001 AGM, but remained a member until 2010 when failing health meant
that he could no longer drive.
Those of you who knew Tony you will remember him as a quiet gentleman who
was always immaculately dressed. His knowledge was vast and could talk
intelligently about all subjects.
Tony was involved in setting up the "Long Shop Museum" in Leiston in Suffolk.
Buildings that once housed some of the production of agricultural equipment
manufactured by the "Richard Garrett & Sons Engineering Works" where converted to house steam engines, ploughs and all sorts of Agricultural equipment.
Tony managed the museum for many years.
He was also interested in model boats. He built beautiful motor boat's and
launches sailing them at Woodbridge boating lake and Needham Lakes. Looking
once again at my records and in this case the newsletters, Tony gave a very
detailed talk to the society entitled "Royal Navy Coastal Forces" on the 2nd May
1997 and brought along some of his models to help illustrate his talk.
Tarkey reminded me that Tony had given a previous talk to the society, which he
believed was about air raids, sadly my records do not go back that far, but I trust
Tarkey's memory and I can, now reminded, vaguely remember it. He also
believes that he organized a boat ride down the River Orwell on an ex-services
launch.
Tony was very popular and will be sadly missed.

We all admire those "Spitfire girls". The young women who flew many types
of aircraft, often on the same day, to operational airfields from the aircraft
factories. I am sure the male pilots of the ATA are worthy of equal recognition, but the combination of "brains and beauty," we all find fascinating.
Sadly most of them are no longer with us and recently obituaries have been
appearing in the daily press.
ED

Martyn. MHAS Chair

The Generosity of a Wwii RAF Martlesham Heath Veteran
The Late Marvin Berger 360th Sqd. 356th FG
Following the sad loss of yet another veteran, (see June 2014 newsletter) Marvin
Berger, we were informed by Stacey, Marvin's daughter that he had bequeathed
a very generous donation to the Control Tower Museum.
Between Stacey and Martyn (our Chairman) they found it possible to electronically transfer the money into the MHAS bank account.
We would like to thank Stacey and Marvin's family for arranging this and our
sincere thanks to Marvin for his generosity. The money will be spent wisely on
the Control Tower museum, as we venture on with another project in the near
future. Ed.
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FROM THE DAILY TELEGRAPH 25th July, 2014
Lettice Curtis, who has died aged 99, was arguably the most remarkable woman
pilot of the Second World War, flying a wide range of military combat aircraft
with the Air Transport Auxiliary (ATA) and being the first woman to qualify to
fly a four-engine bomber.
She had qualified as a commercial
pilot in April 1938, and was working
for the Ordnance Survey when, in
June 1940, she was approached by
the ATA. There was an urgent need
for more pilots to ferry aircraft and,
with most men joining the RAF, it
was decided to form a Women’s Pool
to bolster the number of pilots. Lettice Curtis was among the first to
join .
With a small group of other young women, she began by flying light training and
communications aircraft at Hatfield. She soon graduated to more advanced
trainers and also the twin-engined Oxford. ATA pilots often flew alone and with
no navigation aids — they had to rely almost entirely on map reading as they
ferried aircraft from factories and airfields to RAF units around the United
Kingdom. Weather conditions were often difficult.
Until the spring of 1941 there was a government ruling that women could not fly
operational aircraft, but everything changed that summer. Without any extra
tuition, and just a printed preflight checklist, Lettice Curtis ferried a Hurricane
to Prestwick. Soon she was flying the fighter regularly, and it was not long before
she was also delivering Spitfires to frontline squadrons.
In September 1941 the role of women pilots was extended further, and Lettice
Curtis quickly graduated to the more advanced aircraft, ferrying light bombers
such as the Blenheim and the Hampden. She then converted to the even more
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demanding Wellington, later observing: “Before flying [the Wellington] it was
simply a question of reading Pilot’s Notes.”
At the end of September 1942, Lettice Curtis was sent to an RAF bomber airfield
where she was trained to fly the Halifax. On October 27, Mrs Eleanor Roosevelt,
accompanied by Mrs Clementine Churchill, visited the ATA to meet the women
pilots. Lettice Curtis stood under the wing of a Halifax in the pouring rain and
was introduced to the American President’s wife as the first woman to fly a
four-engine bomber. The encounter prompted a field day in the national press,
one headline reading: “Mrs Roosevelt meets Halifax girl pilot”.
In 1943 Lettice Curtis was authorised to ferry more types of heavy bombers,
including the US B-17 Flying Fortress. The following year she was the first
woman pilot to deliver a Lancaster. By the end of the war, when the ATA closed
down, Lettice Curtis was probably the most experienced of all the female pilots,
having flown more than 400 heavy bombers, 150 Mosquitos and hundreds of
Hurricanes and Spitfires.
Eleanor Lettice Curtis was born at Denbury, Devon, on February 1 1915 and
educated at Benenden School in Kent and St Hilda’s College, Oxford, where she
read Mathematics and captained the women’s lawn tennis and fencing teams; she
also represented the university at lacrosse, and was a county tennis and squash
player.
She learned to fly at Yapton Flying Club near Chichester in the summer of 1937.
After her initial training, she flew a further 100 hours solo in order to gain her
commercial B licence. She did not expect to get a flying job, but in the event was
taken on by CL Aerial Surveys, which she joined in May 1938.
Flying a Puss Moth fitted with a survey camera, she photographed areas of
England for the Ordnance Survey. On the outbreak of war she transferred to the
Ordnance Survey’s research department and nine months later she joined the
ATA.
Post-war Lettice Curtis worked as a technician and flight test observer at the
Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment before becoming the
senior flight development engineer with Fairey Aviation in 1953. She also flew
as a test observer in the Royal Navy’s Gannet anti-submarine aircraft and
regularly flew Fairey’s communication aircraft.
Her love of flying never diminished, and she regularly took part in the National
Air Races organised by the Royal Aero Club, piloting a variety of competitive
aircraft, among them a Spitfire belonging to the American civil air attaché in
London. In this Spitfire she raced against the country’s top test pilots, and
achieved a number of high placings. She later bought her own aircraft (a Wicko),
in which she competed in a number of Daily Express Air Races.
In the early 1960s, Lettice Curtis left Fairey for the Ministry of Aviation,
working for a number of years on the initial planning of the joint Military and

Mike Yannell's nephew. It was a wonderful day and we visited Playford Hall
where the 360th Squadron were billeted during their stay at RAF Martlesham
Heath during WW2.
Two things that Dan wanted to see were the 356th Roll of Honour and the 356th
War Memorial on the Barrack Square. He wanted to look for a particular entry
in the Roll of Honour, that relating to 2nd Lt. James A Des Jardins. During a
356th FG reunion in the USA, John Des Jardins, James's nephew, related the
story of his uncle taking off from Martlesham Heath just before 9:00am never to
return. On Dan's return to the USA the next day he saw that a 2nd WW hero, 2nd
Lt. James A Des Jardins had been returned home and was to receive a burial with
full military honours. A fantastic. while at the same time wonderful, but strange
coincidence.
But I digress. During the day Dan updated us with Mike's move to a care home,
which is where the story ended, or so I thought.
On the 15th June 2014 I received an email from Michael Yannell ll, Mike
Yannell's son. Michael had found my letter and wanted to update me on where
his dad was now living, which is now close to Michael. Through that email we
are now back in contact with Mike Yannell.
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Michael has been kind enough to allow us to print this story and a wonderful
picture of his father and mother and himself enjoying a small celebration, fathers
day.
We now send Mike Yannell's newsletter direct to him in Morton Grove IL and
one to his son, Michael. A wonderful and fitting conclusion to the story.
Martyn Cook. Chairman

In place of our usual monthly meeting at the Community Hall our August
meeting takes the form of an outing. On Friday, August 1st the coach was full as
we made our way to the site of an Royal Flying Corp, (RFC), aerodrome from
the Great War.
Stowe Maries WW1 aerodrome in south Essex was constructed to defend
London from Zeppelin attacks. The buildings remain and the place has an
atmospheric air of timelessness. It was abandoned soon after 1918 and is now
being restored by the new owners of site by a team of dedicated enthusiasts.
Afterwards we visited a local pub for a light supper.
Our monthly meeting on Friday, 5th September featured an illustrated talk by Mr
Arthur Brooks, an associate of Madingley.
The cemetery to honour the American dead opened 58 years ago is the only
permanent World War Two American cemetery in Britain.
Arthur delivered a most interesting talk and told us that a new visiting centre has
been opened.
The cemetery contains the resting places on nearly 4000 servicemen and servicewomen plus the names of more than 5000 names who are carved on the Remembrance Wall. These were the men and women who have no permanent grave
because their remains were never found.
ED

A WELCOME REUNION WITH MAJOR, (LATER COLONEL) MIKE YANNELL OF
THE 360TH SQUADRON, 356TH FIGHTER GROUP
Up until recently we had lost contact with our Honorary Vice President, Mike
Yannell. Below is a short account of how we made contact not only with Mike,
but his son Michael ll.
I had gone through the scenarios that could have happened
to Mike, one being that he had
moved house.
With that
thought in mind I wrote
a paragraph to the new occupants asking them to write
back to me, I had included a
self addressed envelope for
that purpose. Unfortunately
the return letter never came.
On the 11th October 2012 we
had a visit from Dan Dameo,
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Civil Air Traffic Control Centre at West Drayton. After a spell with the Flight
Operations Inspectorate of the Civil Aviation Authority, in 1976 she took a job
as an engineer with Sperry Aviation.
A strong supporter of Concorde (her Concorde Club number was 151), she made
two flights in the famous airliner. In 1992 she gained her helicopter licence, but
three years later decided that, at the age of 80, her flying days were over.
A strong-willed, determined individual, Lettice Curtis always felt that the ATA
did not receive the recognition it deserved, and in 1971 she published The
Forgotten Pilots . Her autobiography, Lettice Curtis, came out in 2004.
Lettice Curtis, who was unmarried, was in great demand on the lecture circuit
and as a guest on RAF stations. She was one of the first patrons and supporters
of the Yorkshire Air Museum.
Lettice Curtis, born February 1 1915, died July 21 2014

ANOTHER OBITUARY - ATA WOMAN PILOT - FREYDIS SHARLAND
This was taken from the Guardian, 10th June 2014.
Freydis Sharland flew a Hawker Tempest V from England to Pakistan in 1953 to
deliver the plane to the Pakistan Air Force, part of a long flying career
In 1953 Freydis Sharland, who has died aged 93, climbed into a 430mph Hawker
Tempest V, and set off from an airfield in southern England on a 4,000-mile
intercontinental flight. Her aeroplane was one of the biggest, and fastest, of the
last generation of piston-engined RAF fighters, and her destination was Pakistan.
Sharland's stopovers, an itinerary for the last days of empire, took in Nicosia,
Baghdad – where she was entranced by the almond trees – and Bahrain, and then
she undertook the final, and longest, leg to Karachi. Upon arrival, and having
delivered the Tempest to the Pakistan Air Force, she was denied access to the
officer's mess. She was, after all, a woman.
That epic was her longest flight, and her first outside Britain. But by then,
Sharland was well established as a formidable flyer. She was one of more than
160 women who flew for the wartime Air Transport Auxiliary. Between 1939
and 1945, more than 1,300 ATA pilots delivered warplanes between factories,
facilities and bases across Britain, and, later, into mainland Europe and the
Mediterranean. In January 1940, the ATA's first eight female pilots were recruited, and, based at what had been the De Havilland airfield at Hatfield in Hertfordshire, began delivery of unglamorous, 100mph Gipsy Moth training aircraft.
Following the outbreak of war, Shar land became a Red Cross nurse in Colchester, Essex. She fulfilled her ambition to join the ATA in 1942, starting out on
Magister trainers and graduating to twin-engined Ansons. Then she progressed
to the frontline fighters, Hurricanes and Spitfires. She was at first based in
Hamble, near the Supermarine Spitfire factory in Southampton. Her other staPage 6

tions included Sherburn-in-Elmet in Yorkshire, Prestwick in Scotland and White
Waltham, the ATA's headquarters in Berkshire.
Sharland flew a range of British and American aircraft. There were twin-engined
bombers such as the Vickers Wellington, the Lockheed Hudson and the ultrafast, and tricky, De Havilland Mosquito – and there were the fighters. The
Spitfire was her favourite. "It was so light, I fitted into it so well, it was such a
nice little cockpit," she told an interviewer from the "Second World War Experience Centre" in 2008. "Fortunately," she observed, "I never had to shoot down a
German. There wasn't one available at the time."
The rule was that ATA pilots avoided flying in bad weather. The reality was
rather different, and 15 women died flying with the ATA. Navigation meant
skilled, solo map reading – as it did on the way to Karachi – and tracking
destinations by railway lines, lakes, gasometers, and so on. There were other
dangers, too. Flying a Tiger Moth, Sharland was turned over by the slipstream of
a giant, four-engined Liberator bomber.
She rarely complained about sexist behaviour, but she knew that, although men
were on the look-out for their errors, women had no difficulty doing the job. She
acknowledged that, thanks to the efforts of her fellow flyers, and those of Sir
Stafford Cripps, minister of aircraft production, the ATA pioneered equal pay.
She had never before, Sharland observed, had so much money in her life.
At a ceremony on 30 November 1945, a female flyer lowered the ATA's flag for
the last time. But Sharland's flying career had hardly begun. She worked as a
freelance commercial pilot, won her full RAF wings – which she never collected,
saying she looked lanky in the uniform – and was active in the Women's Junior
Air Corps and the Girls Venture Corps. In 1955 she founded the British Women
Pilots' Association. The year before, competing against 16 men, she became
British air racing champion.
Born in Cambridge, Freydis was one of three children of Catherine (nee Shuttleworth) and Charles Leaf, a meteorologist and archaeologist who, though shellshocked in the first world war, would re-enlist in 1939. She was educated at
Ancaster Gate school in Bexhill, East Sussex, and Wycombe Abbey school in
Buckinghamshire. In 1937, when her father and her elder brother, Derek (who
would be killed in action in 1944), began flying lessons at the Marshall flying
school in Cambridge, Freydis called for, and won, the equal treatment that led to
her life in the skies.
In 1955, she and her mother took the Edinburgh Castle liner to South Africa. On
the voyage she met Tim Sharland. They married later that year, farmed in Africa
and Britain, and raised a family, and, for a while, Freydis stopped flying. But not
for long. She was piloting microlights up to the end of the 20th century.
Six years ago, with other veterans, she was awarded an ATA service medal by the
prime minister, Gordon Brown, at No 10. Sharland, says Pauline Vahey, the
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Stan has donated artefacts and photographs to our Control Tower Museum
and we are most grateful for them. Hope we acknowledged them at the time
Stan!

MONTHLY MEETINGS ROUNDUP
Our June meeting featured Mr Stuart McKay, who is the founding secretary of
the De Havilland Moth Club. He is also the originator and organiser of the
International Moth Rally.
In a comprehensive presentation Stuart related the story of the much loved Tiger
Moth. It was developed from the DH60 Gipsy Moth and entered service with the
RAF as a basic trainer in 1932. It was finally retired in 1959, to be replaced with
another De Havilland aircraft, the Chipmunk.
8868 were produced from 1932 to 1944. Many privately owned examples are
still flying.
Our monthly meeting was held on 4th July and attracted a full house for an
illustrated talk simply entitled, "The Schneider Trophy". Mr Phil Hadwen, who
lives at Felixstowe has given several talks about the Schneider Trophy and is an
entertaining and lucid speaker who really made the evening come alive.
The race was for seaplanes and was first competed for in 1913. The principal
contestants were French, German Italian, British and the United States. Whoever
won the race consecutively three times would retain the trophy. An aeroplane
designed by RJ Mitchell, the Rolls Royce powered Supermarine S6, eventually
triumphed in 1931 and the trophy is now on permanent display in the Science
Museum.
Flt Lt Sidney Webster was a Martlesham test pilot and flew the Supermarine S5
in the 1927 race. His daughter in-law and granddaughter were both present at the
meeting. They were introduced to our member, Vic Skeet who remembers seeing
Sidney Webster score a winning goal when he was captain of Ipswich Town
Football club.
Fortunately for us RJ Mitchell went on to develop the Spitfire and the Schneider
Trophy races were responsible in no small measure for the development of the
low-drag, liquid cooled inline engines that powered the most successful fighters
of WW2.
As a footnote to Phil Hadwen's talk about the Schneider Trophy our member
Tony Grunberg sent the following:- looking through a book entitled, "The Men
Who Made The Town", it’s the history of Ipswich Town Football Club from 1878
to 1985. In it I found reference to the goal witnessed by Vi Skeet. It was scored
on 18th September 1928, only just after he won the Schneider Trophy race. The
goal was against Colchester Town and was a 2-2 draw in the East Anglian Cup.
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Mike and I first met at no. 3RS RAF Compton Bassett in April 1955 where we
were trained as RJT. D/F. Op. 2s. I believe that it was a 3 months course with the
last two weeks spent at RAF Stradishall for practical training.
From there Mike and I were posted
to RAF APS Sylt in West Germany
but on arrival there, he was sent on to
Sylt's satellite station at RAF Schleswig. We both spent about two and
a quarter years at our respective postings and during that time kept in
touch with the occasional letter. At
the end of our term we were both
repatriated on the same day and returned to the UK together. Our next
posting was to RAF Horsham St.
Faith which was the base camp for
the ESOC bunker at Bawburgh and
was to be our workplace. We lasted
just two weeks here when it was
decided that they didn't need us and
so we were sent on to RAF Martlesham Heath where we saw our time out. We arrived there in April 1958 and
stayed until we were demobbed in February 1959. Martlesham Heath was a
wonderful posting and we greatly enjoyed our time there. It has a very illustrious
history and the wartime control tower is now the home and museum of the
Martlesham Heath Aviation Society of which I am a member. I have written a
couple of articles for the society about life on and off camp in 1958 which were
submitted for inclusion in their 'Martlesham Memories' archive. Following
demob, Mike and I continued to stay in touch until August 1964 when unfortunately we completely lost contact.
Now that Mike and I are back in touch we have had several long telephone chats
and I have also sent him photographs and copies of the articles that I wrote for
the MHAS. He too has sent me photographs and other relevant information. It is
however noticeable that our memories of events and colleagues don't always
tally but I have found this also with other ex-RAF pals. However, we have yet to
arrange a get-together which has not been possible due to the recent bad weather
and also the fact that he has now gone off on two months holiday. On his return
from holiday we plan to make arrangements to meet early in the spring of this
year for a face to face reunion when we will be able to re-awaken memories of
our work and leisure time together in the RAF and also update each other on
what has happened to us since.
Stan Miller

BWPA's current chair, sparkled, mixing natural authority with warmth, charm
and approachability. She wanted to encourage people and throughout her life she
did just that, in word and deed.
She is survived by her husband, her younger brother, Robin, two daughters,
Virginia and Angela, a son, Charles, and nine grandchildren.
• Freydis Mary Sharland, pilot, born 22 September 1920; died 24 May 2014
Following on from the fascinating story of the life and times of Lettice Curtis
and Freydis Sharland I was recently sent an article from the Daily Mail, dated
February 2008. No doubt it was well reported at the time but it will do no harm
to repeat it here.
It reports the decision to award ATA pilots with a special award and makes
reference to two more women ATA pilots. It is mentioned at the end of the
obituary of Feydis Sharland.
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SPITFIRE GIRLS' VICTORY ROLE!
From the Daily Mail. February 21st 2008
Women pilots get badge of courage at last.
Women Spitfire pilots are to receive a special award to recognize their contribution to victory in WW2.
The women of the Air Transport Auxiliary ferried new and refitted 'planes to
RAF bases - freeing fighter pilots to overcome German attacks during the Battle
of Britain.
Now the 15 survivors, who flew 'planes ranging from Hurricanes to Lancasters
will receive a commemorative badge, Gordon Brown announced yesterday.
He told the Commons, "It is right that we have recognition for those women
pilots who did so much to protect and defend the airports and other military
services during the war.
Their 100 surviving male colleagues will also be recognized.
The badge will be similar to those awarded recently to other 'forgotten heroes',
including the Land Girls, who worked on farms, and the Bevin Boys, who were
conscripted into the mines rather than the armed forces.
The Air Transport Auxilliary, (ATA), a civilian unit founded in 1938, delivered
more than 300,000 aircraft of 130 different types from factories to frontline
airfields.
By 1945, it had 650 pilots from 22 countries around the world including Chile,
South Africa and the U.S. Of these, 164 were women.
Many members of the unit had been barred from joining the RAF. on medical
grounds. Flying in even the worst weather, they quickly gained a reputation for

bravery - 173 pilots and eight flight engineers were killed.
Among them was pioneering aviator Amy Johnson, the first woman to fly solo
from Britain to Australia.
She joined the ATA in 1940, but a year later she had to parachute out of her plane
and was drowned in the Thames estuary.
Churchill's Cabinet were well aware of the importance of the ATA. One minister
said of them: 'They were soldiers fighting in the struggle just as completely as if
engaged in the battlefront.'
One of the surviving pilots, Mary Ellis, 89, escaped unhurt from two crash
landings.
She said last night: 'Looking back, I suppose I was very lucky. But when you are
in your early 20s, you don't think of danger.
'Back then, people thought a woman was odd even wanting to fly.'
Mrs Ellis now lives on the Isle of Wight, where she was managing director of
Sandown airport.
Joy Lofthouse, now 94, had never even driven a car, let alone flown a plane,
when she saw an ATA recruiting advert.
She ended up piloting 18 different aircraft, including Spitfires and Hurricanes.
Mrs Lofthouse, from Cirencester, Gloucestershire, said: 'The weather was our
biggest enemy. We didn't have radio contact with the ground and there were a
couple of times I thought I'd lost one of my nine lives.
'We're all very pleased about this award of course. The only thing is, it's coming
so late there aren't so many of us left alive.'
ED

LET'S LIGHTEN IT UP A BIT
Lady, you want me to answer you if this old airplane is safe to fly? Just how in
the world do you think it got to be this old?
Both optimists and pessimists contribute to the society. The optimist invents the
aeroplane, the pessimist the parachute.
George Bernard Shaw
If God had really intended men to fly, He'd make it easier to get to the airport.
In the space age, man will be able to go around the world in two hours — one
hour for flying and one hour to get to the airport.
A military aircraft had gear problems on landing, and as the plane was skidding
down the tarmac the tower controller asked if they needed assistance. From the
plane came a laconic southern voice: Dunno - we ain't done crashin' yet.
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Tom has called his reminiscences:-

MARTLESHAM HEATH AND BACK
On joining the RAF, in June 1946 I was sent to RAF Padgate to get kitted out.
Then off to RAF Yatesbury for square-bashing. After passing out it was off to
RAF St Athens for F-M-A training.
Next I was off to 54 MU at Newmarket. This was still not a flying station. I was
put with a group of eight chaps of all trades, including a driver and one cpl.
We had an old Thornycroft lorry to carry us and all our gear. We were like
gypsies! On the road from place to place and only returned to base to pick up
mail and clean washing.
My first job was at Martlesham Heath, (B Flight hangar), where we had a
Lancaster to take apart. Then on to RAF Woodbridge. Also a Lancaster. This one
had crashed in the woods alongside the runway. Next we were off to RAF
Honington to pick up a Harvard. Then on to an airfield near Eye. This time it was
a Mosquito to take apart.
Our next port of call was at RAF Luton, well before it became a civil airport.
There we had to dismantle six Tempests. We then made our way to Bedford and
RAF Cardington, which was a square-bashing camp at the time. We had to pick
up a Lancaster and a Mosquito.
While at Cardington I did get to walk along the gantry which ran the full length
of the hangar inside the roof. (Bet you couldn't do that now Tom? ED).
I also looked into number one hangar. It was stacked full of crated Spitfires and
Hurricanes. Where did they all go? There were 100's of them!
After 54 MU at Newmarket it was off to RAF Hednesford and a fitters course.
After that I was sent to Burtonwood before returning to good old Martlesham
Heath. Round Robin what? Ha Ha.
Tom Scrivener
So it was you who broke up all those valuable old aircraft was it? No wonder
there is nothing left to preserve! Seriously, it was criminal how little thought
was given to preserving just one of all those iconic aircraft. No Wellingtons,
no Halifaxe's - the list is endless. ED
Finally, another interesting letter from another of our long-distance member,
Stan Miller. Stan had tried for years to contact his RAF pal, Mike Kirby.
Both of them served at Martlesham in the 50's and he has sent me the following:Page 14

He frequently piloted the Auster himself on trips to RAF Bawdsey, RAF Nacton
Heath, (Ipswich airport) and RAF Trimley Heath.
At Trimley space was limited and the aircraft was very low when it passed over
the Ipswich to Felixstowe road, (A45 as it was then). The telephone wires had to
be put underground at this point and RAF SP's (special police), had to stop traffic
to allow the aircraft to become airborne!
John Langford is very knowledgeable about the history of RAF Bawdsey as well
as Trimley and has an archive of photographs about the days when Bawdsey was
the home of Radar research.
ED
I seem to have brought back many memories of RAF Trimley Heath and I have
had a letter from our long-distance member, Chris Howard,who lives in Royal
Wootton Bassett!
"Dear Alan,
I look forward to receiving "Runway 22" and occasionally something "hits the
spot" in a special way.
It was chairman Martyn's letter, regarding the Auster parked at RAF Trimley
Heath.
As you may remember, (Chris wrote a piece for our newsletter in February 2011.
ED), I was posted to Martlesham in June, 1950. During my time there I was
asked to go to Trimley because the Auster was found to be u/s. It was for the
private use of the c/o (Communications). He was keen to get airborne and
fortunately I soon found the fault. One of the Radar technicians had recharged
the battery and reversed the connections.
Martyn, I like your term, "grass runway!" I thought it was a very rough field.
The c/o jumped in, opened the throttle and cleared the hedge by inches. He was
on time for his meeting!
Regards”
Chris Howard
Another letter I received was one from Tom Scrivener. Tom lives in Ipswich
and has just retired from our executive committee after a considerable stint.
Thanks Tom for all you have done over the years. Both as a committee member and also your handiwork over at the Control Tower museum. Incidentally
Tom and Chris Howard know each other. They were both at Martlesham at
the same time.
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Contribution from Alan Smith
Heard on climb-out shortly after taking off behind a Bonanza A36: ... Bonanza:
"Departure, this is Bonanza 12A. Ahh, we just got started here but need to come
back." ... Departure Control: "Bonanza 12A, understand you want to return to the
field." ... Bonanza: "Affirmative. 12A." ... Departure Control: "Bonanza 12A, do
you need any assistance?" ... Bonanza: "No. We just left the dog in the car!"

ZANY INVENTIONS OF WW2 , OR KEEPING THE HUN AT BAY AT ALL COSTS
Some of the readers may be aware of the “Parachute And Cable” (PAC) system
that was deployed at Martlesham Heath to try and bring down low flying
attacking aircraft. The PAC system used powerful rockets deploying a steel
cable, with a parachute attached, up to a height of 500 feet or so.
A curtain of these was installed at Martlesham, providing an emergency system
not unlike a balloon barrage
“At the height of the Battle of Britain a Dornier attacking Kenley airfield blew
up after hitting one of these”… however I seem to recall a story that the system
at Martlesham was fired accidentally, and succeeded in wrapping the cable
across local power lines effectively blacking out the airfield for some time!
Martyn informed me that the following was a favourite story of our President
Gordon Kinsey.
Supposedly a drunken airman returning to the airfield one night accidentally
set the PAC system off. The next couple of days were spent clearing up the mess
I asked our Archivist, Alan Smith, fountain of all knowledge on Martlesham - he
said that the only occasions that the PAC was mentioned in the ORB is below.
30.6.1942… Flare path was u/s on aerodrome and Watch Office was struck by
lightning. No one was hurt. Lightning also set off many rockets of PAC units.
27.7.1942… At 0300 a Ju 88 passed over the aerodrome at 100 ft. Bofors guns
opened fire and 15 PAC Rockets were fired.)
I am also sure that I have heard stories about short circuiting and blacking out
of the airfield by cables from the PAC system. ED).
Rockets were used or trialled elsewhere From: “Catalina over Arctic Oceans”
By John French.
He wrote of his time with Flying Boats in the Shetland's…. we had received the
first of the dinghy radios whose aerial had to be launched by a kite, initially
propelled into the air by a sort of rocket device.
Flight Lieutenant West, our gunnery leader, gave a memorable demonstration of
the device. His first shot went rather horizontally across the calm waters of the
Voe (Shetland's), mercifully missing aircraft at moorings, and disappeared into
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the cab of a works lorry, where the driver was peacefully eating his sandwiches!
He leapt from the cab to protest in no uncertain terms about the sudden and fiery
interruption to his lunch hour. It was no surprise that we preferred the greater
reliability of the pigeons (that we carried on our survival dinghies) to get
messages back that he had ditched and survived."
In a similar vein…
From “The Secret War” by Gerald Pawle, First published in 1956.
This is the story of The Admiralty Department of Miscellaneous Weapon Development.
They were involved in the development of “The Panjandrum”, consisting of two
10 foot diameter wheels, each with a one foot wide tread.
The drum like axle containing 4000lbs of high explosives, the whole lot
powered by rockets, in the
style of a pair of Catherine
Wheels strapped together
… Many adventures followed…….
including
adding more and more
rockets (up to 70) to get
the thing moving. The idea
of the device was to roll
this under its own power
off the landing Craft at D
Day to (under its own propulsion) blow up beach
obstacles. However it was
found to be unstable, impossible to steer properly,
and liable to self destruction!
Another story from the same book…..
Among other ingenious devices undergoing trials was the expendable “Noise
Maker, designed to foil the enemy’s acoustic torpedoes. This was to be fired from
a mortar on board ship, in a similar fashion to the Hedgehog antisubmarine
bombs. On sinking the rocket propelled device would produce underwater
explosions and lure away the acoustic torpedo.
For some reason the Army was entrusted with the trials, who planned to fire the
test rounds into shallow water just off the beach.

With great care they measured the range, but overlooked the fact that the pier
was 40 feet above sea level. To their intense surprise the first round sailed
completely above the water and exploded in mid air outside a cliff side café –
which emptied rapidly.
Much puzzled, they made adjustments and dropped the second round a yard
from Admiral Casements Office. After an outburst of wrath, a new range was
found.
The improved rocket was formidable – a large, rocket propelled container, which
burst open, ejecting various exploding objects. It was noted with some misgivings that no stabilisation fins had been fitted.
However they tried it out at Brean Down. As a precautionary measure the first
one was fired directly out to sea, and as this one flew reasonably straight, they
aimed the next one along the edge of the water to give the recovery party a
chance to inspect the wreckage.
To their astonishment the second one behaved quite differently. After flying
straight for several hundred yards, it shot off at right angle, disappearing inland.
The heard it explode in the distance, uncomfortably near a farm. They set off.
It was not long before they met an irate man carrying a tangled mass of
blackened metal.
“Where did it land?” they asked.
The farmer glowered. “In my chicken run…. That’s where it landed.”
“What a lucky thing” said Wyllie, trying to get the conversation on a more genial
plane. “Where were you at the time?”
“Where was I” bellowed the farmer, “In the bloody chicken run!”
Contributed by Howard King
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LETTER SPOT
In the June issue of "Runway 22", I wrote a piece about the long-gone RAF
Trimley Heath - the important Radar Ground Controlled Interception, (GCI)
station that was a vital defence arm both during and after WW2.
This prompted our chairman, Martyn Cook to remember his childhood days and
demanding his father to slow down on the way to Felixstowe in the hope of
seeing the Auster liaison aircraft which used the grass runway! Martyn's comments appeared in the June Runway 22.
Now another of our members, John Langford, has sent me the following information.
The aircraft was used by Air Marshall Sir Basil Embry when he was C-in-C
Fighter Command in the 1950's.

